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Abstract

This pap er presents an outdoor/indoor augmented reality rst person applic ationARQuake we have develop ed. ARQuake is an extension of the desktop game
Quake, and as such we are investigating how to convert
a desktop rst person application into an outdoor/indoor
mobile augmented reality application. We present an archite cture for a low cost, moderately accurate six degrees
of freedom tracking system based on GPS, digital compass, and ducial vision-based tracking. Usability issues
such as monster selection, c olour, and input devices ar e
discussed. A second application for AR architectural design visualisation is presented.

1

Introduction

Many current applications place the user in a rstperson perspective view of a virtual world [6], suc h as
games, arc hitectural design viewers [2], geographic information systems and medical applications [12 ]. In
this paper w e describe a project to move these forms
of applications outdoors, displaying their relevant information b y augmenting realit y. In particular w e consider the game Quake [4] and the viewing of arc hitectural designs [13]. As with other researchers [3], w e
wish to place these applications in a spatial context with
the physical world, which we achieve by employing our
w earable computer system Tinmith-4 [9, 10]. Tinmith4 is a con text-a w are w
earable computer system, allowing applications to sense the position of the user's body
and the orien tationof the user's head. The technique
we are developing will genuinely take computers out of
the laboratory and into the eld, with geographicallyaw areapplications designed to in teract with users in
the physical world, not just in the con nes of the computer's arti cial reality. The key to this exciting practical tec hnology is augmented reality (AR). Users wear
see-through head-mounted displays through which they
see not only the w orld aroundthem, but also overlaid
computer-generated information that enriches the user's
perception. Unlike virtual reality, where the computer
generates the en tire user en vironment, augmented re-

ality places the computer in a relatively unobtrusive,
assistive role.
In the ARQuake application, the physical w orld is
modelled as a Quake 3D graphical model. The augmented reality information (monsters, weapons, objects
of interest) is displayed in spatial context with the physical world. The Quake model of the physical world (walls,
ceiling, oors) is not shown to the user: the see-through
display allows the user to see the actual wall, ceilings and
oors which ARQuake need only model internally. Coincidence of the actual structures and virtual structures
is key to the investigation; the AR application models
the existing physical outdoor structures, and so omission of their rendered image from the display becomes
in e ect one of our rendering techniques.
1.1

Aims

Our aim is to construct rst-person perspective applications with the following attributes: 1) The applications are situated in the physical world. 2) The point
of view which the application shows to the user is completely determined b y the position and orientation of
the user's head. 3) Relevan t information is displayed
as augmented realit y via a head-mounted see-through
display. 4) The user is mobile and able to walk through
the information space. 5) The application is operational
in both outdoor and indoor environments. 6) The user
interface additionally requires only a simple hand-held
button device.
1.2

Research issues

T o achieve these aims, w e investigate a n umber of
research issues in the areas of user interfaces, tracking,
and con version ofexisting desktop applications to AR
en vironments.
User in terfaces for augmented realit y applications
which simultaneously display both the ph ysical w orld
and computer generated images require special care.
The choice of screen colours for the purely virtual images which the application must display requires attention to the lighting conditions and background colours
of the outdoors. The keyboard and mouse interactions
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must be replaced with head/body movement and simple
buttons. The layout of the user interface must accommodate the AR nature of the application.
The six degrees of freedom (6DOF) tracking requirements for these forms of applications must be addressed.
We require a low cost, moderately accurate 6DOF tracking system. T rac king is required for indoor and outdoor
environments over large areas, for example our usual
testing environment is our campus [7]. GPS positional
error has a less noticeable e ect for the registration of
augmented realit y information at distance, but we need
to address positional error when registering augmented
information at close distances (< 50 m). Such a tracking system could be used for other applications, such as
tourism information, visualisation of GIS information,
and as described in this paper arc hitectural visualisation.
It is also necessary to modify the Quake game to accommodate the AR nature of the new application. The
user's movement changes from a keystroke-based relative movement mode to a tracking-based absolute mode.
The game's coordinate system must be calibrated to the
physical world. Finally, the eld of view of the display
must be calibrated to the physical world.
1.3

Progress to date

This is an ongoing project, and it is not complete at
the time this paper was submitted. We wish to clarify
the status of the di erent portions of system presented
in this paper. The ARQuake game has been ported
to our our w earable computer platform and operates
with GPS and digital compass as a means of tracking.
The keyboard and mouse interaction with the game has
been completely replaced with user movements and a
tw o-button inputdevice, and is fully functional within
the accuracy of this tracking system. We have modelled
in our Quake w orldan outdoor section of our campus
and the interior of our Wearable Computer Laboratory
(WCL). The graphics of the game runs at 30 frames per
second, but GPS updates once per second and the compass updates at 15 times per second. The colours of the
graphics inthe game have been optimised for the user
with a see-through display in an outdoor environment.
The major hurdle left is the vision based tracking system. We have the vision based tracking system exporting a common coordinate system as to the GPS/compass
system. There are issues of accuracy and speed which
are currently being investigating, which preven ts us from
stating this portion of system is functional. The paper
presents the current state w eha ve ac hieved in this regard.

2

Background

There are key technologies we are employing in our
in vestigations. A brief review of tracking as applied to
this project, the Quake game, and our w earablecomputer platform are supplied.

2.1

Tracking

Previous research has established that outdoor tracking with inexpensive di erential GPS and commercial
grade magnetic compasses are inaccurate for augmented
realit y applications [1]. T raditionalhybrid approaches
combine a number of di erent systems such as inertial,
optical, electro-magnetic and GPS. We combine visionbased optical tracking with GPS and a magnetic compass.
A number of researchers are investigating ducial
vision-based trac king [8, 11]. We based our optical
tracking system on the ducial marker tracking system ART oolKit developed by Kato and Billinghurst [5].
The ART oolKit is a set of computer vision tracking libraries that can be used to calculate camera position
and orientation relative to physical markers in real time.
ARToolKit features include the use of a single camera
for position/orientation tracking, ducial tracking from
simple black squares, pattern matching software that allows an y marker patterns to be used, calibration code
for video and optical see-through applications, and suÆcien tly fast performance for real-time augmented reality
applications.
The ducial markers are kno wn-sizedsquares with
high contrast patterns in their centres. Figure 4 shows
an example marker. The ART oolKit determines the relative distances and orientation of the marker from the
camera. In addition, the ARToolKit incorporates a calibration application to determine the placement of the
camera relative to the user's line of sight; thus the ARToolKit can determine proper placement of graphical
objects for AR applications.
2.2

The original Quake game

We chose Quake as the primary application for a
number of reasons. Quake ts the general model of AR
which we are studying, as it is a rst-person 3D application with autonomous agents to interact with the user.
The application itself is public domain, with open source
code. Finally, the Quake graphics engine is very quick
and runs on a wide range of computing platforms and
operating systems.
Quake is a rst-person shoot 'em up game. Quake
has t w o stated goals:\First, stay aliv e.Second, get out
of the place you're in"[4]. The user in terface is based
around a single, rst-person perspective screen. The
large top part of the screen is the view area, showing
monsters and architecture. Status information is immediately below at the bottom of the screen.
One moves around Quake in one of four modes: walking, running, jumping or swimming, andperformsone
of three actions: shooting a weapon, using an object, or
pic king up an object. Weapons are aimed by changing
the view direction of the user, and red b y pressing a
key. T o pusha button or open a door, the user walks
up to the door or button. A user pic ks up items b y
w alking over them. P art of the challenge of the game is
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nding special objects like buttons, oor-plates doors,
secret doors, platforms, pressure plates and motion detectors. Quake incorporates platforms that move up and
down, or follow tracks around rooms or levels. Pressure
plates and motion detectors may be invisible or visible,
and there are sensors which open doors, unleash traps,
or warn monsters.
2.3

Wearable computer platform

The Tinmith-4 wearable computer system hardware
is all mounted on a rigid bac kpack so that the items
can be attached rmly. Processing is performed b y a
T oshiba 320CDS notebook (Pentium-233, 64 Mb RAM)
running the freely available Lin uxOS and associated
programs and dev elopment tools. The laptop is very
generic, and not ev en the latest in available CPUs, so
another computing unit could be substituted. The limited I/O capabilities of the single serial port are augmented with the use of a four serial port Quatech QSP100 communications card. Connected to the laptop are
a Precision Navigation TCM2-80 digital compass for orientation information, a Garmin 12XL GPS receiver for
positioning, and a DGPS receiver for improved accuracy.
For the head mounted display (HMD), w e use alternately the i-Glasses unit from I-O Display Systems, and
the Sony Glasstron PLM-S700E. Various other devices
are present as w ell, such as a small forearm keyboard
for data en try,pow ercon verters forthe di erent components, and necessary connection cabling and adaptors.
The construction of the backpack was directed with ease
of modi cations in mind, at the sacri ce of wearability
and miniaturisation.
The Tinmith system [10] supports outdoor augmented reality research. The system is comprised of
a number of interacting libraries and modules. Firstly,
a number of soft w are libraries form a support for
base
writing code in the system: libGfx - a graphics interface on top of X windows; libConvert - coordinate and
datum transformations, n umeric conversions; libProtocol - encode/decode libraries for transmitting structures
over a netw ork; libSystem - net w orkcommunications
and high level I/O; libCodeBase - low level interfaces to
Unix system calls, asynchronous I/O code, string handling, event generation, error checking. These libraries
are used in turn to implement softw aremodules (implemented as individual Unix processes) that perform
the actual tasks in the system. These software modules
process input from hardware devices and other modules,
and then pass this output on to other modules which
are interested in these v alues. The communication betw een modules is performed using TCP/IP, and allows
the system to be distributed over a net work of wearable
processors, and also for other machines to collaborate
and share information.
The original Tinmith-1 system was an outdoor augmented realit y na vigation system, supporting 2D topdown maps, and a 3D immersive wire frame renderer [10]. This system was then extended as Tinmith-2

to share information with standard VR entity protocols [9]. Simulated and real entities appear on the HMD,
and outdoor wearable machines appear back on the indoor displays.

3

Using ARQuake

The goal of ARQuake was to bring the intuitive nature of VR/AR interfaces into an indoor/outdoor game.
A user rst dons the wearable computer on their back,
places the HMD on their head, and holds a simple twobutton input device. The user then performs a simple
calibration exercise to align the HMD with their eyes,
and then they start playing the game. All of the keyboard and mouse controls have been replaced with position/orientation information and a two-button input
device. As movement aspects of the game have been engineered to t the physical world, there is no concept of
commands to walk, run, jump, swim, or of moving platforms. The user's own movement determines the rate
and direction of movement. The remainder of this section describes the Quake lev el w e dev eloped and its user
interaction.
3.1

Monsters

There are sixteen di erent types of monster in the
Quake world. Some have attributes that make them
unsuitable for inclusion in this type of level. Because of
the limitations on movement imposed b y the tracking
hardware, the best monsters were those that walked or
leaped and those that were relativ ely easy to destroy
and did not in ict extreme damage on the user with
their rst attack.
We chose seven t ypes of monsters to be included in
this lev el.These monsters types are all land-based creatures which use weapons from a distance, and all seem
w ell suited to the system.The monsters' skin colour and
texture were c hanged to make them easier to see and distinguish from the physical world. The choice of colours
used in the texture maps or skins of the monsters are
based on the user testing described later in Section 5.
3.2

Campus level

We created a Quake level representing a portion of
the Levels campus of the University of South Australia.
The walls in Quake are the walls of the external and interior of the WCL. The walls are rendered in two fashions, black for game mode and a grid patterned for testing mode. In both these modes, the w allsocclude the
graphic objects in Quake that may be located behind
the walls. As described earlier, in the game mode black
walls are invisible to the users during the game. The
Quake graphics engine renders only monsters, items on
the ground, and regions of interest. This Quake level
w as derived from architectural drawings of the campus
provided by the university; where the architect's drawings had become incorrect, we surv ey ed those portions
ourselves.
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Figure 2: User's Heads Up Display
Figure 1: Quake campus level
The size of the outside modelled area is 94 metres
(East/West) b y 156 metres (North/South). Figure 1
depicts a top-down view of the level we created. We have
placed 16 monsters in the levels as follo ws:tw o enforcers
on top of D Building, tw o ogres onthe 2nd oor of F
building, and the rest spread around the ground level.
There are 51 items placed on the ground for the user
to pick up: six pieces of armour, 22 rockets, four rocket
launchers, nine shotgun shells, and ten health boxes.
The system of tracking used in this system tends to
make the user less agile than the \super-human" agility
found in the normal game. Therefore we have included
more support equipment than w ould be found in the
normal game, armour, weapons and ammunition.
3.3

Walking around

Once the system is up and running, the user moves
through the level by walking, and changes view by looking around. The user views the game and the physical
w orld throughthe HMD, an example is shown in Figure 2. The bottom portion of the screen is a status bar
con taining information about armor, health, ammo and
w eapon type. The majority of the screen is reserved for
the AR images of monsters and game objects.
In the original Quake, certain actions are performed
b y the user being in a certain proximity to a location in
a Quake level. We have retained most of those actions.
Doors open when the user attempts to w alk through
them. Users pic k up objects as in the original Quake
by walking over them. T raps are triggered by standing
in or moving through predetermined locations. Actions
which are not easily re ected in the physical world are
removed from the game, such as secret and locked doors.
The tracking of the user's position and orientation of
the user's head handles the majority of the interaction

for the user. The only other interactions for the user
to perform are to shoot or change the current weapon.
We employ a tw o-button (thumb button and index nger button) hand-held device as a physical input device
for these actions. The thumb button is used to change
weapons, and the index nger button res the current
weapon. The direction the weapon res is the center of
the current view of the HMD.
3.4

Field of view

Even if alignment of the Quake world with the physical world is exact, an incorrect perspective or eld of
view will be highlighted as inconsistencies in the virtual
w orld. The default eld of view for the game is 90 degrees (45 degrees each side), allowing a reasonable coverage of the world to t onto a computer screen. This eld
of view unfortunately su ers from the sh eye distortion
e ect when comparing the objects in the Quake world
with real objects. The HMD we are using, I-Glasses, has
approximately a 25 degree horizontal eld of view. The
only calibration adjustment for the HMD with Quake is
changing the game's eld of view setting and scaling of
the graphical objects. We are currently using a eld of
view value of 25 degrees, but there are artifacts introduced as in the user is positioned farther forward. We
are investigating the graphics model of Quake to determine how it di ers from traditional graphics models.

4 Tracking
As previously stated, one of the goals of the system is to provide contin uous indoor and outdoor tracking. The system trac ks through the combination of a
GPS/compass system with a vision-based system. Our
tracking needs are categorized in to three areas as follows: outdoors far from buildings, outdoors near buildings, and indoors. Each of these require a di erent approach, while maintaining position and orientation in-
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formation in a common format of WGS 84/UTM positioning information and heading/pitch/roll angles for
orientation information. The use of visual landmarks
can improve registration in one of tw ow ays, rstly to
allow the system to correct the nal image by aligning
the landmark with a kno wnposition in the graphical
image, and secondly to use the landmarks to extract a
relativ e position and orientation of the camera from the
landmarks. We have chosen the second option to investigate as it provides the most general tracking solution.
4.1

Outdoors a wa y from buildings

GPS positional inaccuracies are less of a problem for
our Quake application when a user is at a large distance
(> 50 m) from an object which requires registration,
while orientation errors remain constant as to angular
deviations in the user's eld of view. An extreme example of how positional errors have a reduced registration error e ect at distance is the using of the ARQuake
game on a at open eld, where the system does not
require graphics to be registered to any physical object
except the ground. In this scenario there are no walls
to occlude the monsters and items of interest. Since the
game is slaved to the screen, what the user sees on the
display is what the game believes is the user's current
view. Therefore the user's actions will perform correctly
in the context of the game.
In the case where a building is visible but the user
is a large distance from the building, the inaccuracies
are low and therefore not distracting. The problems
come when monsters are not occluded properly by the
physical buildings. The visual e ect of poor occlusion is
that monsters appear to walk through walls or pop out
of thin air, but at distance these errors do
not detract
from the game. Such occlusion problems exist but they
are visually very minor, because the user is generally
moving their head during the operation of the game..
A t50 meters a di erence of 2-5 metres (GPS tracking
error) of the user's position is approximately a 2-5 degree
error in user's horizontal eld of view, and the compass
itself has an error of +/- 1 degrees.
4.2

Outdoors near buildings

When using ARQuake with the GPS/compass tracking less then 50 metres from a building, the poor occlusion of monsters and objects near the physical buildings, due to GPS error, becomes more apparent. As the
user moves closer to buildings, inaccuracies in GPS positional information become prevalen t.The system is now
required to slave the Quake world to the real world, and
furthermore in real time. As an example when a user is
ten metres from a building their position is out by 2-5
metres, this equates to an error of 11-27 degrees; this
is approximately a half to the full size of the horizontal eld of view of the HMD. When the error is greater
than the horizontal eld of view, the virtual object is
not visible on the HMD.

Figure 3: Fiducial marker on a building
T o enhance the accuracy when the user is near buildings we use an extended version of ART oolKit. By using ducial markers speci cally engineered for outdoor
clarity (approximately 1 metre in size), and with eac h
marker setup on a real world object with known coordinates, accurate location information can be obtained.
Figure 3 shows a ducial marker on the corner of a building in our Quake world. These markers provide a correction in the alignment of the two worlds. We are in vestigating the use of multiple ducial markers to reduce
uncertainty due to marker mis-detection caused by lighting issues. Since the extended ARToolKit we are developing supplies positioning and orien tationinformation
in the same format as the GPS/compass system, ARQuake can transparently use either the GPS/compass
or vision-based tracking systems. Our initial approach
for determining when to use the information from the
GPS/compass or the ARToolKit methods is use the ART oolKit's information rst, when the ARToolKit is condent of registering a ducial marker. As ART oolKit
recognises a ducial
mark er, the toolkit returns a condence value, and the system will ha vea threshold of
when to switc h over to use the the toolkit. When
the con dence value goes below the the threshold, the
GPS/compass information is used.
4.3

Indoors

As a user walks in to a building with ducial markers
on the inside walls and/or ceilings, the tracking system
starts using the vision-based component of the tracking
system. This form of tracking is similar to the work of
Ward, et al. [14 ]. Our system is low er-cost andis not
as accurate, but does keep tracking errors within the
accuracy which our application needs, 2-5 degree of error
in user's horizontal eld of view. We are experimenting
with placing markers on the walls and/or the ceilings.
Figure 4 shows one con guration of how w eare using
wall mounted markers.
When the markers are placed on the w all,w epoint
the vision-based tracking camera forwards. It was necessary to size and position the patterns on the walls so
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Figure 4: Fiducial marker on the wall
that they would be usable b y the system regardless of
whether the user w as very close or very far from the
wall. In this case, we chose to use patterns that were a
size of 19 cm2 . F rom testing, we found that the system
could register a pattern at a range of 22:5 cm to 385 cm
from the wall. In a 8 x 7 m room this range would be
suÆcient (for the initial stages of the project) and an
accuracy of within 10 cm at the longer distances. It is
important that no matter where the user looks in the
room that, at least one pattern must be visible in order
to pro vide tracking. F or this reason, we realised that to
implement the patterns on the walls as the sole means
of trac king would require di erent size targets. We are
in vestigatingthe use of targets themselves as patterns
inside larger targets; therefore one large target may contain four smaller targets when a user is close to a target.
Our second approach has beento place the mark ers
on the ceiling, with the vision-based trac king camera
pointed upw ards. The camera does not have the problem of variable area of visible wall space, as the distance
to the ceiling is relatively constant. The main di erences
are the varying heights of users. In the rst instance we
are implementing a small range of head tilt and head roll
(+/- 45 degrees). P erspectives suc h as those from laying
down or crawling will be investigated in the future.
The patterns on the ceiling w ereplaced so that at
one time at least one pattern could be reliably identi ed
b y the tracking softw are.With the camera mounted on
the backpack at at height of 170 cm and with the room
height of 270 cm, our current lens for the camera views
a boundary of at least 130 cm2 ; w echose a pattern of
10 cm2 in size.

5

Choosing colours

The choice of colours is important for outdoor augmented reality applications, as some colours are diÆcult
to distinguish from natural surroundings or in bright
sunlight. The original Quake game incorporates a \dark

and gloomy" colour scheme to giv e the game a foreboding feelings. Dark colours appear translucent with
the see-through HMDs. Monsters and items need different colours to be more visible in an outdoor environment. We ran a small informal experiment to determine
a starting point in picking colours for use in an outdoor
setting. This informal study was to gauge the visibility
and opaqueness of solid lled polygons display of the
see-through HMD. We are in terested in which colours
to texture large areas of the monsters and items in the
game. These colours are not necessarily appropriate for
textual or wire-frame information. F urther studies are
required for these and other forms of AR information.
The testing method
w
as to view di erent colours in
one of four conditions: 1) standing in shade and looking into the shady area, 2) standing in shade and looking into a sunny area, 3) standing in a sunny area and
looking at a shady area, and 4) standing in a sunny
area and looking to a sunny area. We tested 36 different colour and intensity combinations, nine di erent
colours (green, yello w, red, blue, purple, pink, magenta,
orange, and cy an) and four di erent intensities. The
combination is indicated as the name of colour follow ed
by intensit y in parenthesis, for example green(2), with
(1) the highest and (4) the lowest in tensity. The testing was performed outside with the Tinmith-3 wearable
computer using the I-Glasses see-through HMD. The
colour/intensity combinations were scored for visibility
and opaqueness in each of the four viewing conditions
on a scale of one (very poor) to ten (very good)).
Our strongest set of criteria for colour/intensities
were both a mean score of at least sev en over the
four viewing conditions, and as well a minimum score
of six on eac h of the conditions. Nine colours satisfy
this quality level: purple(2), purple(3), blue(2), blue(3),
yello w(1), purple(1), yellow(3), green(1) and green(3).
Should a particular application require a larger palette,
weaker criteria of a mean score six and abo vewith no
score below ve gives seven additional colours: blue(1),
pink(2), yellow(2), green(2), pink(1), blue(4) and red(1).

6 Informal User Study of ARQuake
T o gauge how well the ARQuake game appeals to
user's, we performed a simple informal user study of people using the system outside. The user's were prompted
to ho w they felt about aspects of the system. Many
subjects thought that the visibility of the ARQuake system was good; how ev er many of the subjects found that
bright lighting made seeing through the display diÆcult.
Despite only using the system once, the users found the
hand held input device intuitive, easy to use, and very
quick to learn. A few of the users found themselves
pointing the device in a gun like fashion when ring at
the targets. No one reported feeling nauseated while
using the system. Subjects believed that it was easy to
pic k up items although it was diÆcult to tell when a item
had been picked up without some form of con rmation.
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P eople dislik ed the colours on the status bar and
thought the range of colours were limited. The monster colours were good and easy to see, and the users
w ere ableto easily identify monsters. When ask ed \Is
the movement in the augmented realit y relative to the
real world?" { Most people thought that the movement
relative to the real world was okay but commented on
the lag when rotating their heads. When ask ed \Is it
easy to shoot at the monsters?" { Most subjects found
that the lag made it diÆcult to align the cross hairs at
the targets. The actual process of ring the weapon was
easy.

7

Implementing ARQuake

The original Tinmith modules which w ehad previously constructed ha venot required any modi cations
to support the extensions mentioned in this paper. Two
additional modules modpatt and modquake ha vebeen
added to provide new features.
The modpatt module performs the pattern recognition using the ART oolKit, and also reads in position and
orientation values from the devices in modharvester.
(More details concerning arc hitecture and implementation of the existing Tinmith modules can be found
in [9, 10].) The modpatt module uses the pattern recognition extended from ARToolKitto re ne the position
and orientation information, which is then passed back
to the Tinmith system for the other modules to process. This in tegration is performed b y reprogramming
the tables which describe how the modules connect with
each other. In the case of when the system is indoors,
modpatt is responsible for using just the camera recognition to generate position information, as the GPS does
not function indoors.
The modquake module extracts information from the
Tinmith system, such as position and orientation, and
con verts this in to UDP pac
kets which are then sent onto
the local netw ork. The modi ed Quake program then
receiv es these UDP packets, and converts the data into
Quake's local coordinate system, b y scaling and translating. Quake then uses this information to render the
display at the appropriate location with the correct head
position, and the pla yercan control the game using
physical movement.
We found that ha ving individual softw areprocesses
(rather than threads) is an advantage because tasks such
as processing the USB camera data tend to cause the
process to bloc k, in turn causing the en tire system to
stop processing if it was based around user threads.

8

Architecture application

As a second application domain for the use of our
outdoor AR system, w e are in vestigating ho w to improve the visualisation of architecture designs. The rst
question to ask is { Why an architect may use this tool?
An AR visualization tool will aid architects in conveying their ideas to their prospective clients. A common

Figure 5: Proposal One Bridge
complaint with the arc hitect/client relationship is that
the arc hitect not knowingly, assumes or believes that the
clien t understands the design as well as he or she. This
is not always the case, and it is proposed that this visualization tool will help in providing the client a more
accurate method in which they can understand the architect's ideas.
Showing the design in an outdoor AR environment
allows the clien t to move to di erent vantage points,
gaining an understanding of the design. Issues such as
space and form are easier for the client to understand,
because they are viewing the design at the location of
the nal bridge. The architect may show the client other
design options, such as: partially enclosing the bridge
with a roof structure consisting of the same materials
plus transparent roof sheeting, or fully enclosed walkway
with permanently xed windows.
An example of how an architect may wish to demonstrate to a prospective clien t their design ideas is as
follows: the client wishes to build a w alkway betw een
tw obuildings. The initial requirement is to build the
walkway on the second level of the buildings, directly
over the existing w alkway that is currently at ground
level. The clien t has no speci c requirement as to the
materials to be used or the overall size of the w alkw ay. The rst proposal is a 3m wide w alkway with a
1000mm high balustrade supported b y three columns.
Figure 5 shows our system in operation depicting this
new bridge. There will be provisions for lighting located
cen trally down the walkway at approximately 3 meters
high. This design was constructed with the professional
design pac kage AutoCAD. The design was translated
and rendered with Tinmith-4 as an AR display.
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Conclusion

This paper reports on an ongoing research project {
ARQuake, an outdoor/indoor augmented reality rstperson application. Although the implementation has
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not been completed, many interesting results have been
found, in particular user in terface issues for AR outdoor/indoor augmented realit y games; an arc hitecture
for lo w cost, moderately accurate indoor/outdoor 6DOF
tracking; and implementation issues for con verting a
desktop application into an AR application.
A t the time of submitting thispaper, the ARQuake
game was running on our wearable computer platform
with the 6DOF GPS/compass tracking system. The interaction of the game was operating within the accuracy
of this tracking system. We had modelled an outdoor
section of our campus and interior of the WCL. The
graphics of the game were running at 30 frames per second, with GPS updates once per second and compass
updates at 15 times per second.
The results of our research to this point in the implementation, which we report here, include the design and
implementation of a user interface for an augmented reality application, and proposed some guidelines. Specifically , iden ti edb y informal experimental evidence, a
set of colours that take in to account di erent lighting
and background colours for outdoor use. We successfully mapped the keyboard and mouse interactions of the
ARQuake application to head/body movements and a
simple tw o-button input device.A simple user interface
layout was incorporated into the ARQuake application.
The game is quite playable in this con guration, and we
are con tinuing to investigate how to overcome diÆculties with registration errors when indoors and close to
buildings.
We proposed and described a low cost moderately
accurate indoor/outdoor 6DOF trac king system, b y a
novel combination of optical tracking and GPS/compass
trac king to provide an absolute tracking system. The solution is not restricted to overcoming registration problems, but it does provide a general trac king solution.
Fiducial markers are placed at the corners of buildings to
provide more accurate positioning information for ARQuake. When a ducial marker comes into view of a
head mounted camera, this more accurate tracking information is used instead of the GPS/compass data. The
vision based tracking is not fully functional, and we are
continuing to investigate and develop this solution.
Finally, we have shown how our system may be applied to a di erent application domain, architectural visualisation. We ha ve giv en an example of the w orking
application, and described how the application would be
incorporated into the architecture design cycle.
Aside from the speci c technical achiev ements of our
w ork to date, it is perhaps most important to point out
that our work can serve as proof that augmented realit y
is readily achiev able with inexpensive, o -the-shelf softw are. The translation of the application set from the
desktop to incorporate the physical world brings closer
the possibility of truly ubiquitous computing.
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